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John Hough

An Approach to An
Integrated Land Use System
on Michiru Mountain, Malawi

The need to integrate conservation into other forms of land use
and the benefits of a multiple use approach to land are slowly
becoming more widely recognised. However, there is a reluctance
amongst many land users to accept the loss of autonomy and the
potential restrictions which such schemes entail. The Michiru
Mountain Conservation Area is an experiment in the integration
of conservation and multiple land use in Malawi. Productivity has
been restored to a much degraded mountain and a variety of other
benefits generated. This was achieved by coordinating the efforts
of appropriate existing land users, both government and private,
rather than by establishing a new management agency. Although
all parties had to make compromises, the final management regime was acceptable to all.
The single mass of Michiru Mountain stands on the eastern
edge of the African rift valley and ranges in altitude from around
700 metres along its western and northern boundaries to 1,470
metres at the summit. It covers an area of around 46 square
kilometres. Originally the mountain was covered in a closed
canopy deciduous miombo woodland with evergreen riparian
forest along stream lines and a small area of moist sub-montane
evergreen forest around the rocky summit. The northern and
western sides of the mountain are bordered by rural subsistance
farming communities who have traditionally utilised the mountain for forest products such as building poles, firewood, thatching grass, rough grazing, honey, medicinal plants and meat from
hunting. Streams originating on the mountain supply water to
these communities. However, the mountain lies immediately
northwest of Malawi's largest city, Blantyre (population 250,000
in 1982). During the 1960s and early 1970s high demand for
firewood and charcoal from the city's population led to a progressive denudation of much of the mountain, in particular the southern and eastern sections. In addition to reducing the supply of
traditional forest products to the subsistance farming communities, the denudation and subsequent grass fires led to major
soil erosion and rapid water run off from the mountain.
In the early 1970s, on the instigation of the owner of part of the
mountain area, a local committee was established to propose a
scheme both for preventing further deterioration and for restoring
and developing the mountain's resources to produce sustainable
tangible benefits to the surrounding communities. The committee
was chaired by the government Minister responsible for the region and included representatives from a wide range of government departments, local leaders and politicians, and private organisations with an interest in the mountain area. Under this
committee a planning team was established to prepare a scheme
for the development of the area. A coordinating officer was appointed to liase with all interested parties and to draw up a management plan.
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View of the western plateau of Michiru Mountain showing: Upper left:
Uncleared natural woodland: Upper right: Area cleared for pine afforestation showing natural woodland retained along road and stream lines and
on implantable rocky outcrops: Middle and lower left: Area of natural
woodland denuded by uncontrolled cutting and fires: Lower centre and
right: Remnant moist tropical forest surviving in ravine.

For management purposes the mountain was divided into three
major natural regions: gentle footslopes with colluvial soils and
occasional rocky outcrops; steep escarpment slopes with very
shallow soils and much exposed rock, and a gently sloping plateau
with deeper soils, cooler temperatures and dry season moisture
from clouds.
The basic land use pattern to be established on these three
regions was: plantations of fast growing exotic eucalyptus trees on
the footslopes to provide firewood and building poles; initial
complete protection of natural woodlands of the escarpment
slopes; clearance and afforestation with pines for timber on the
plateau areas.
In addition areas were identified for: dairy agriculture at a
pre-existing farm on the northern footslopes of the mountain;
nature conservation in a large bowl-shaped valley providing a
complete altitudinal cross section of the mountain; a special protection areas for the remnant of the moist tropical forest which
once covered most of the mountain summit; conservation education adjacent to the nature reserve; recreation, including a camp
site, information centre, view points, picnic sites and trails; staff
housing.
Within these broad outlines more detailed management regimes were effected. For example, overall principles applied in
the plantation areas for water catchment protection, aesthetic and
wildlife reasons were: eight metre strips of indiginous vegetation
were retained along both sides of all water courses; road lines
were marked before clearance and indiginous vegetation retained
to a distance of twelve metres each side so that an eight metre strip
of natural vegetation flanked all roads after construction; all areas
unsuitable for plantation due either to rocky outcrops, shallow
soils or excessively steep slopes (more than 20 percent for
eucalyptus or more than 40 percent for pines) were left uncleared,
frequently as isolated pockets within plantations; all planting was
fully contoured; a shelterwood system of management of the pine
plantations will be implemented.
To cater for the needs of the local communities, spacing and
rotation age of the eucalyptus plantations was reduced to produce
a smaller diameter pole. All removal of poles and firewood was by
head-carried loads purchased on site rather then by vehicle. Clearing for plantations was balanced to prevent a gap in the supply of
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firewood from the mountain before the harvesting of the first
plantations.
Licensed grazing of the eucalyptus plantations by cattle owners
will be permitted as soon as the trees are large enough. Once fully
recovered, traditional utilisation of the natural woodland areas for
building poles, firewood, thatching grass, honey, medicinal
plants and meat will be permitted again, but under strict licence.
Coppice management of natural woodland and plantations of
slow growing but valuable indiginous hardwoods, in demand for
furniture and carving, will also then be tried on the steep slopes.
Management of the conservation areas was placed in the hands
of those normally responsible for the various activities. Primarily
these were the government Forestry Department for plantations,
the National Parks and Wildlife Department for conservation,
education and amenity, and the private landower for the dairy
farm. Law enforcement and fire control activities were carried out
jointly.
The various officers involved in the day-to-day management of
the area were brought together in regular management team meetings under the chairmanship of the coordinator who reported to a
Conservation Authority. The original steering committee handed
over to this specially established Conservation Authority which
primarily represented local interests but included representatives
of government departments concerned with forestry, national
parks, agriculture, water resources and town and country planning as well as the Blantyre City Council and local members of
parliament. The Authority was responsible to the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Forestry and Natural Resources for the
implementation and updating of the agreed management plan.
Throughout the development and establishment of the conservation area the role of the coordinator was critical. Traditional
rivalries had to be bridged, particularly those between the Forestry and National Parks Departments. The loss of autonomy in
decision making, together with compromises and innovation in
management practises, were generally resisted. Despite agreement on a detailed management plan there was a general reluctance to diverge from long-practised methods and principles.
Management team meetings were often largely educational exercises and continuous encouragement, pressure and vigilance were
required. Regular postings of staff to and from the area further
complicated this and the extent to which the management plan
was followed varied continuously. However, this worked both
ways and sometimes new staff were more sympathetic and flexible than their predecessors. A further benefit of such postings was
the more enlightened approach adopted by some ex-conservation

Severe soil erosion resulting from overgrazing by cattle.

Students in study area. Photo: John Hough

area staff after returning to more traditional work within their own
disciplines.
The development of Michiru Mountain as a conservation area
was first proposed in 1973 but the coordinator was not appointed
until 1978, shortly after the first plantation work had commenced.
The detailed management plan was agreed and formally adopted
in 1980 and by 1984 the principles of the conservation area were
being reasonably well accepted and the details of the management
plan were slowly being adopted throughout. At this time too a
local officer was able to take over from the expatriate coordinator.
Acceptance of the conservation area by the local community
was reasonably forthcoming. Before implementing strict controls
on the exploitation of the mountain, a major educational effort was
made to inform all the local people of the proposed changes.
Remarkable cooperation was achieved with illegal use of the
mountain dropping by around 80 percent almost overnight, followed by a further drop once law enforcement officers appeared
on the ground. Care was taken to ensure that firewood was always
available from some locations on the mountain. By 1984 the con-

servation areas was receiving favourable comments from members of the local community who could see an improvement in the
health of the mountain, and presumably also the rapidly maturing
firewood and building pole plantations.
The integrated approach to land use on which the conservation
areas was based enabled a degraded mountain to maintain its
traditional productivity, increase its standing crop, improve the
abundance and diversity of its wildlife and provide an educational
and recreational resource. It was achieved by combining a variety
of demands, both of the local community and of traditionally
conflicting agricultural, forestry, wildlife and watershed interests.
Although compromises were necessary on all sides, the end result
satisfied the basic requirements of all parties and is a model which
could be profitably repeated in many other situations in Malawi.

John Hough was coordinator of Michiru Mountain Conservation Area for
the Malawi Government and former project officer for the British Trust for
Conservation Volunteers. Photographs by John Hough.
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Study and Management in
Camargue Nature Reserve
For thirty years now, Dr. Luc Hoffmann has steered a programme
of study and management in the 2,000-hectare independent nature reserve which surrounds his home, the Tour du Valat, in the
Camargue. In 1974, the Fondation Tour du Valat (now an IUCN
member) was established under Swiss law to institutionalise the
funding of the programme and extend its scope to other wetland
conservation and study sites in the Mediterranean region. The
research station which serves the Tour du Valat reserve and guides
its management has been owned, since 1978, by the Fondation
Sansouire (a public service foundation under French law), which
cooperates closely with official research and environmental protection agencies in the region.
Though it certainly owes its existence to Hoffman's vision and
determination, the Fondation Tour du Valat is in no sense a oneman show. Last year, in the Camargue alone, it sponsored around
60 major research, management and monitoring projects in fields
ranging from ecology, ethology, population dynamics and
parasitology to geochemistry, nutrient flow and vegetation management. Current or recently-completed projects involve more
than 40 scientists, including staff and visiting scientists, research
associates and regular consultants. Work done at the Tour du Valat
results in a constant flow of published information, steadily improving and expanding the world scientific literature on wetlands
and wetland creatures.
The foundation consults with UN agencies on programmes
which affect Mediterranean wetlands, and collaborates with several global NGOs on the monitoring and study of migratory birds.
It has also acted as a source of conservation advice for many
interested government aaencies round the world.
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Multiple use under pressure
But it is the foundation's management work in the Camargue
which most instructively lives out the principles enshrined in the
Ramsar Convention. Hoffmann himself was one of the founding
fathers of the Convention, organising the meeting in the Camargue town of Les Saintes-Maries de la Mer which led up to the
Convention's earliest full draft and paved the way for its adoption
at Ramsar, Iran, in 1971. The Tourdu Valat was already, by then, a
recognised centre of research excellence but it was best-known for
ornithological research and — in particular—for contributions to
knowledge of the world-famous Camargue populations of greater
flamingos (Phoenicopterus ruber) and other, less spectacular but
no less conservation-worthy wetland birdlife. The need for international cooperation to ensure a safe future for long-distance migrating waterfowl like the flamingo, was always self-evident. But
this vital conservation requirement lacked any dependable instrument to help bring it within the frame of governmental and
intergovernmental policies: this was one of the most important
gaps that the Ramsar Convention was intended to fill.
In tune with the Convention's emphasis on habitat conservation, work at the Tour du Valant has since come to reflect more
eclectic concerns. Above all, the foundation has played an outstanding part in attempts to reconcile wetland conservation with
the often disparate needs of farming and other uses in the immediate region.
When the Camargue Regional Nature Park, the 85,000 ha official protected area between the two river branches, was established in the late 1960s, the goal was to apply strict protection
measures at the seashore and in the state-owned and other inner
nature reserves (adding up to 200 km2) where many of the important waterfowl breeding and feeding grounds lay, then to maintain
— by voluntary consultation with local interests and landowners
—the outlying 250 km2 between the reserve and the farmland belt
along the riversides, as a zone d'equilibre, a sort of buffer zone
where the existing traditional land uses could be balanced with
conservation requirements.
Luc Hoffman is the first to admit that this plan has not been
uniformly successful.
"The land use pattern has changed in the zone d'equilibre
where many of the area's wild species of plants and animals have
their strongholds" he warns. "Intensification of land use has continually degraded the land and lowered its carrying capacity for
wildlife and livestock. And yet the more traditional, less intensive
operations such as free range grazing (by the Camargue's semiwild horses and cattle and by sheep), game hunting, reed cutting
and fisheries could remain perse socially and economically more
valuable forms of land use than newly-introduced, more intensive
practices."
The explanation for this disturbing paradox lies, Hoffmann
believes, in external economic factors. The landowners in the
zone d'equilibre own small plots of farmland and much larger
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reliefs from taxes and other levies, for those who do not farm
intensively in the zone dequllibre. Since most of these contributions serve to finance collective equipment or social benefits,
the government would have to replace the lost contribution. This a
realist's view but, to the authorities who have already spent a lot of
money on reserving the state-owned inner zone, it may seem
Utopian.

The Camargue, R a m a r and local policy

Flat country at sea level has an amazing variety of habitats, dry sandy
plains, shallow lagoons and extensive salines. Photo: A. Bakker &
K. Kuijken
semi-natural pastures and marshes. Traditionally, they relied on
the benefits of farming to pay the way and were happy to derive
pleasure and some income from wild land. More recently, benefits
from farmland have shrunk and taxes, along with social and other
levies on wild land have increased to a level where traditional use
has become a heavy burden instead of a small benefit. This drives
the owners to speculative innovations which are, in most cases,
destructive to the land and only rarely produce the expected
benefit.
One way to put wild land to new use is to reclaim it for agriculture. But most viable agricultural soil on the Camargue was turned
to the plough long ago. The rest is so saline and unstable that it
cannot yield an economic return without large prior investment in
irrigation, drainage, levelling and fertilizers. Low returns often
fail to offset these high costs and much of this reclaimed land is
finally abandoned in a sorry state, useful neither to Man nor beast.
Hunting has become more intensive on many of the Camargue
estates. Since the main game species are migratory waterfowl
it is difficult to know the borderline between use and abuse but
there is little doubt that overhunting is becoming more and
more common.
Another option many landowners have chosen is to intensify
grazing by increasing herd numbers (sometimes by as much as
fivefold), and importing animal fodder to make up for the drop in
land productivity that inevitably results. The Camargue pastures
are not firmly founded: they could almost be regarded as rafts of
vegetation. Larger herds traple them into a quagmire in no time at
all; the land needs decades to recover from this damage.
Fish-farming which, at first glance, might seem an environmentally harmonious land use, is nothing of the sort as far as
wildlife is concerned. Waders, herons and most ducks are adapted
to waters less than 3 cm deep. Most fish-farm pens are at least 50
cm deep, so deny waterbirds use of an ever increasing fraction of
the wetland. Fish eating birds like herons and cormorants cause
conflicts of interest between fish farmers and conservationists.
More generally, the building of dykes and raising of water levels
which accompany fish farm development, eliminate habitats and
reduce populations of all kinds of wildlife.
Tourism has already been integrated with conservation to some
extent but the sheer volume of visitors to the Camargue already
makes it difficult to keep this use within manageable bounds.
Among the complex range of problems, Luc Hoffmann
identifies agricultural development as the least reversible. He has
proposed a system of conservation easements, and particularly

What difference might the new factor of status as a Ramsar wetland make to this state of affairs?
Confesses Hoffmann: "I would feel more confident about the
effects of the Convention if it had a proper budget to help more
effective intervention in individual wetland problems. We don't
yet know what the French government has in mind by promising
to give the Camargue's protection international legal status, so we
must wait and see."
The foundation's successful record of collaboration in local
conservation policy making provides a heartening contrast to
these uncertainties. The foundation is represented on the Board of
the Regional Nature Park where all the active interests meet regularly to discuss important developments in the region. The Board
— acting on advice from the foundation and its other members —
recently resisted successfully a plan to build a bridge over the
greater Rhone at Port St. Louis, to replace the ferry which presently serves as the main direct access to the Camargue from Marseilles and other heavily populated areas to the east. Since the
Regional Park's shoreline is the only substantial undeveloped
sandy beach in the Western Mediterranean, the increased volume
of tourism which would have resulted if the project had gone
ahead would, Hoffmann believes, have degraded the coast and
would inevitably have resulted, in due course, in further proposals to run a major road through the state reserve to link the bridge
to the main autoroute between Provence and Spain. The project
was finally abandoned in the larger interest of conservation.

Who's been sleeping in my porridge?
A smaller but no less significant victory was scored when —
beginning in 1978 — rice farmers in the region complained about
invasions of their fields by flamingos during the crucial seed germination stage of this direct-sown and economically vital crop.

Arms of the Rhone River flow quietly to the sea, constantly depositing
new material. Photo: A. Bakker & K. Kuijken
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Camargue is famous for varied bird life, including little egret, great
spotted cuckoo, purple heron . . . Photo: NPS

Tour du Valat ornithologist Alan Johnson sketches the background to the problem.
"This was a previously unheard-of phenomenon. Dry winter
conditions in North Africa in 1977 drove greater numbers of the
birds across to Europe — we had nearly eight thousand breeding
pairs that season. At the same time an unusually wet spring in the
Camargue drowned the flamingos' usual feeding sites, so we
presume they took to the ricefields to explore new feeding
possibilities. They arrived in the evenings and spent the night in
the fields. Whether they picked up the germinating rice itself or
(more probably) simply disturbed it with their paddling, made no
difference: their presence was reducing yields by up to 10 percent.
Improved conditions in the regular feeding grounds the next year
did nothing to ease the problem, for the birds had, by then, established a routine of spending their nights in the ricefields. In 1980,
a particularly bad crop resulted from this kind of damage and
farmers were talking of taking drastic measures to keep the birds
out. We asked them and the Ministry of Environment to collaborate with us in trials of more suitable measures. From one hour
before sunset until midnight during the 20-day germination season, we regularly let off signal flares and explosive cartridges to
scare the birds away from the fields and back into their normal
habitat. This was followecLup on each following day by regular
(five-minute) bangs from gas-powered bird scarers. The Ministry
agreed to pay for the equipment during the trial.
The method proved entirely successful and, in 1982 and 1983,
the rice crop was quite safe from invading flamingos. The Rice
Growers' Association took over the task of bird-scaring, again
with the help of public subsidies. In due course, we expect the
flamingos to get the message and learn that the ricefields are not
very friendly places. This year's results should help show us
whether this aspect of the trial is going according to plan."
A similar problem — cormorants invading fish farms — was
solved by setting an array of wires across the pens at a critical
height above the water surface to impede the birds' landing and
take-off yet not interfere with fishery operations.

Mud pies and rustlers
These examples of successful cooperation between conservation
and market production interests are what multiple use of protected
areas should, ideally, be all about. What of the other kind of
management—manipulating the wild habitat to enhance its carrying capacity? Flamingos again provide the model example. When
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they choose an island for nesting they remove the vegetation and
build small mounds to house their single egg. After a while,
without protective vegetation, these islands become so weathered
that they become defunct as nesting grounds. Faced with this
problem, and with a steady increase in numbers of incoming
flamingos seeking nesting grounds, the Tour du Valat researchers
hit on a simple yet effective expedient. They used a bulldozer to
build an island and created artificial nesting mounds by moulding
clay and mud in suitably sized containers. The birds gratefully
adopted these prefabricated mounds and scores of the young
flamingos which now grace the Camargue skies owe their existence to this "mud pie" project.
Not all the Camargue's recent conservation management history has such a happy ending. Hunting is one interest which has
proved specially difficult to regulate in sustainable balance with
conservation. An X-ray study of mallards captured during closed
seasons, when hunting is officially forbidden and when the birds
are more vulnerable while they breed and nest, has revealed the
presence of increasing numbers of shotgun pellets in the birds'
flesh, indicating that hunters in the zone d" equilibre are not taking
the closed season seriously. Worse, there is evidence that protected species of birds, including some birds of prey and rare
migrants, are still not safe from hunting.
Luc Hoffmann feels that schools and wildlife interest groups
could be doing more to instill a greater respect for conservation in
the outlook of local people and visitors. Hunting need not be
incompatible with conservation: hunters become a problem when
they overlook their own long-term interests by depriving their
quarry of a chance to recover numbers or by failing to discriminate between fair and unfair game. In an area which tourist literature portrays as France's own pocket version of the Wild West,
this is sometimes a hard case to plead.

Upstream downstream
In the vocabulary of wetland conservation, upstream and downstream have a broad and potent meaning. One of the preoccupations of the Tour du Valat programme is the upstream/downstream
consideration of the fate of migratory birds which visit the
Camargue: what happens to them before they arrive and after they
leave has a direct bearing on events in the Camargue itself. The
majority of the Camargue's birds are migratory and their conservation must, to be successful, extend to their wintering areas.
Despite the impressive monitoring work already done by several
international and national NGOs, information about migratory
bird habitats outside Europe is still only at the beginning of the
road and is constantly providing researchers with unexpectd surprises. For instance, the coast of Morocco, once thought to be of
relatively minor inportance as a resting ground for migrants on
their outward flight towards Europe, has emerged from recent
investigations as a harbour for far more birds than was previously
supposed: their stay is short, but the overall throughput of birds is
colossal — the equal of sites like Mauritania's Banc d'Arguin,
where about ten million birds are known to spend some time each
year.
Another previously little-considered factor is the annual variation in conditions in wintering and resting grounds. Sites which,
in some years, may play host to hundreds of thousands of birds
may, in others, be completely dry. Where do the birds go when this
happens? Though it is possible to generalise about the flight paths
of migrating flocks, it seems these may be much more flexible
than the record shows. And the kinds of questions that conservationists are seeking now to answer are not just where? and
when? but also: how do the birds use the resources that exist in

particular wetlands? How does development affect these waters?
What do the birds need from them that conservation can supply?
Such questions require the detailed answers which full scale environmental impact assessments can alone supply. A start has been
made at the Tour du Valat on providing this kind of data in respect
of migrating herons. The scope which the Ramsar Convention
offers for international cooperation should help make such studies
more and more feasible in future.
The work of a Tour du Valat consultant, limnologist Han Golterman, concerns upstream and downstream considerations of a
more literal kind, and brings us home to the theme we opened
with: he is examining and comparing the hydrochemistry of the
Rhine and the Rhone in the expectation that the comparison will
yield data of considerable heuristic value to conservation in sites
like the Camarguc.
What are the Camargue's defences against water-borne pollution? Says Golterman: "Nitrogen is the main limiting factor of the
Camargue biomass, so a potent denitrifying factor is constantly at
work. Most of the phosphates and other agricultural run-off products in the Rhone do not enter the Camargue itself except in
irrigation channels. These are dredged out each year and the
resulting sludge is spread on fields in the agricultural belt by the
river, so the fertilizer fraction is recycled. The wild part of the
Camargue is mainly rain-fed and — perhaps paradoxically to
those who do not know the area — undergoes regular droughts.
This is a very different situation from the Rhine delta, where all
the polders (reclaimed areas) are flushed through with river water
every year."
Nevertheless, there is pollution in the Camargue waters. Some
of it — sulphates, mainly — may come from industrial sources
upriver. No clear connection exists between pollution and the fate
of wildlife in the region but there have been unexplained changes
in bird numbers which might be an effect of pesticide or — more
likely — heavy metal residues.
The Rhone waters, once they enter the sea, hug the coast of the
Nature Park and actually shield the littoral from marine pollution
— the Mediterranean's abiding problem. So perhaps the river's
environmental debits and credits balance out.
Golterman's study, which is supported by a programme of the
state research body, the Centre National pour la Recherche Scientifique, has collected data on the Rhine and Rhone for more than
eight years now. The striking similarities between the two river

Nesting avocet (Returnrostra avosetta). Photo: A. Bakker & K. Kuijken

systems pale into insignificance alongside the great difference that
confront conservation at their respective end-points.
These differences are as much cultural and economic as they are
physical, says Golterman. A Netherlander, he likens conservation
in his own country to collecting postage stamps. The average
protected wetland in the Netherlands is minuscule compared to
the Camargue and every change of use in conservation's favour
has to face strict competition with other kinds of land use and
development on a crowded terrain which is largely reclaimed and,
by definition, artificial.
Golterman was speaking before the announcement, at the
Groningen Conference, of the Wadden Sea's addition to the
Netherlands' holding of protected wetlands. No postage stamp by
any standard, the Wadden Sea is the new factor in a giant equation
which links wetland conservation in the Camargue to the work of
1UCN members more than 2000 kilometres 'upstream' along two
of the main arteries of a water-rich continent.

Reprinted from IUCN Bulletin, Vol. 15 (4-6), April/June, 1984.
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Ronald Petocz

Irian Jaya: Nature Reserve
Design in a Pristine
Environment

Few places remain where a planner can select the most important
biogeographic elements and structure a comprehensive protected
area design without having to compromise with the development
that has arrived first. Perhaps the wildest parts of Brazil still offer
this opportunity in the western hemisphere; so too does Irian Jaya,
the western half of New Guinea.
In Irian Jaya the government of Indonesia has had the foresight
to make protected area planning a major component of the development of its most remote and least developed province. The
implementation of these plans, together with the integration of
rational resource utilization in other sectors of provincial development, may eventually earn recognition of this little known part
of the world as one of Southeast Asia's most important conservation initiatives.
Irian Jaya, with its surrounding offshore islands, forms the
western half of New Guinea and Indonesia's largest (410,660 km2
— 158,556 sq. mi.) province. Its human population, including
recent immigrants from other parts of the archipelago, is slightly
over 1.2 million, which is about one third of that in neighboring
Papua New Guinea to the east. About 40 percent of the population
is settled in agricultural communities in the cool and more temperate central highlands, and the Kebar-Anggi Lakes region of the
Bird's Head (Vogelkop) in the western part of the province. Most
of the remaining population is located in ten major towns on the
coast.
Irian Jaya's history includes many accounts of the indigenous
inhabitants as primitive stone age peoples, with headhunting,

cannibalism, ritual warfare, and superstitious beliefs. These are
large realities of the past, but as attitudes, customs and life styles
change, both the people and the land are beginning to show signs
of change as well. Still, with the bulk of its population concentrated in cities, most of the land is still natural, undisturbed and, in
some cases, even unexplored. Nature conservation has entered the
development picture in Irian Jaya at a challenging time.
Irian Jaya contains the largest and most diverse area of pristine
natural lands in southeast Asia. The number and diversity of its
undisturbed hatitats and associated biota are truly staggering. So
is its topography: at 4,884m (16,024ft) New Guinea's highest
point, Mount Jaya, overlooks nearly 7km2 (2.7 sq. mi.) of
equatorial glaciers. Although receding, these are the only permanent icefields in southeast Asia and one of only three places on
earth where glaciers occur on equatorial mountains. Below the ice
are rocky moraines, glacier-fed lakes and mires, with shrub heath,
tussock grassland and alpine tundra among the main vegetation
types.
This apline area changes abruptly into subalpine forests and
shrubland that includes tree fern (Cyathea) tussock grasslands in
wetter valleys. There is a dramatic change in the forest where the
grey-brown canopy of southern beech (Nothofagus) appears.
These beech forests intergrade into montane and sub-montane
forests, with increasing diversity of structure and species, until
the floristically richest zone of luxuriant lowland rainforest is
encountered below 1000m (3,281ft), covering thousands upon
thousands of square kilometers in the foothills and dry areas of the
river floodplains. Where drainage slows in the lowlands vast areas
of swamp occur, cut by meandering rivers and ox-bow lakes, such
as the plains of the Mamberamo river system. On the coasts extensive mangrove swamps shelter Sago Metroxylon sagu) and Nipa
palm (Nypa fruticans) stands, trapping muddy river sediments.
The surrounding marine environment is equally diverse and rich,
containing extensive sea grass beds and some of the finest coral
reefs in Indonesia.
Within this vast and largely uninhabited landscape is a distinctive biota — a unique mixture of Asian (Oriental) and Australian
forms. New Guinea rests on the northern part of the Sahul Shelf
and thus has had intermittent land connections with the Australian
sub-continent in prehistoric times since at least the Cenozoic
period. On the other hand, it has never been connected by land to
the Indonesian islands to the west which, together with the southeast Asian peninsula, rests on the Sunda Shelf. New Guinea has
thus been a meeting place and crossroads of colonizing and dispersing forms originating from both southeast Asia (over sea) and
Australia (overland and sea). The large size of the island combined with its history of mountain building and climatic fluctuaOne of the Mani people harvesting food andfiberon Irian Jaya,
Indonesia. The proposed reserve system provides incentives for the tions have promoted extensive speciation. It thus contains the
most fascinating communities of exotic and endemic biota in this
local people as well as conservation measures to protect the natural
part of the world.
resources.
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The Flora
Irian Jaya's luxuriant forests lie almost entirely within the tropical
rainforest belt and contain a diversity of plant life of almost unbelievable magnitude. Elements of Indo-Malayan flora dominate
the lowlands but the highlands contain distinctive Australian and
sub-Antarctic elements. Here on high mountain slopes just below
the equator are found northern oaks and acorn-bearing trees from
south China alongside Antarctic beeches. The many dipterocarps
so common to Borneo have filtered down from the distant
Himalayas to their southernmost extent on the slopes of New
Guinea's mountain ranges. The woodlands and savannas of the
dry monsoonal south are, however, considered extensions of Australian communities.
New Guinea's flora is included in the eastern sub-division of
the Indo-Malesian floral region, the richest in the world in terms
of plants useful to man (van Balgooy, 1976). A total of 1,465
angiosperm genera have been recorded for New Guinea as a
whole (van Balgooy, 1976). At least 124 of these genera are found
nowhere else in the world; this endemic rate is 50 percent more
than that found on Borneo, second largest island in the archipelago (MacKinnon, in litt.). Although far from accurately
counted, there are about 16,000 species of plants represented, of
which an astounding 90 percent are endemic (Hope, 1982 in litt.).
Orchids are one of the best represented and most fascinating
groups of colourful plants in New Guinea; more than 2,770
species (about one-third of the angiosperms) have been documented for 134 genera (Millar, 1978). Despite these impressive
statistics, the present state of knowledge of the flora of Irian Jaya
and its vegetation patterns still is scanty; differences have been
noted between the east and west divisions of New Guinea (Paijmans, 1976; Hope, 1976), but much taxonomic and ecological
study remains to be done.

The Fauna
New Guinea's fauna is as diverse as it is prolific. Derivitives
among Australian elements dominate the mammals, birds and
reptiles (Ziegler, 1982; Pratt, 1982; Allison, 1982) but the amphibians (see Zweifel and Tyler, 1982) and invertebrates, especially
the insects, are predominantly of Oriental origin (Gressitt, 1982
A & B ) . The native mammals of New Guinea belong to only four
orders: Monotremata, Marsupialia, Rodentia and Chiroptera.
Common and widely distributed mammals of other orders such as
the rusa deer (Cervus timorensis), Papuan pig* (Sus scrofa) and
wild dog (Canisfamiliaris) have all been introduced at one time or
another. In all, there are 199 mammal species thus far documented
on the island, 123 which are endemic (Ziegler, 1982).
Reflecting its dominant Australian origins, there is very little
overlap of Irian's mammalian fauna with the rest of Indonesia
which stretches westward toward the Asian continent, ranging
from only 10 percent with faraway Java and Sumatra to 54 percent
with the nearby islands of Maluku (MacKinnon, in litt.). The
more interesting forms include the long- and short-beaked echidnas (Tachyglossus aculeatus) and (Zaglossus bruijni) representing
the monotremes; cucuses (Phalanger spp), tree kangaroos, agile
and forest wallabies (Macropodidae),
gliders and possums
(Petauridae) and bandicoots (Peramelidae) among the marsupials; an array of rodents including true giant rats (Muridae) and
numerous species of bats.

*Now considered a hybrid of two distinct species 5. scrofa x
5. celebensis (Groves, 1981).

Misoon Island provides habitat for some of Irian Jaya's prolific and
diverse flora and fauna. Much of this area is still natural and
undisturbed. Some portions have not yet been explored.

The New Guinea avifauna is even more rich and diverse; some
717 bird species from the mainland and the surrounding islands
have been found, including 602 residents and 290 endemics
(Beehler & Finch, 1983). Among the best known birds of Irian
Jaya are the flightless cassowary (Casuarius spp) (the largest naturally occurring animal in New Guinea), birds of paradise (Paradisaeidae) and bower birds (Ptilonorhynchidae), giant crowned
pigeons (Goura spp), honeyeaters (Meliphagidae), kingfishers
(Alcedinidae) and numerous parrots and lorikeets (Psittacidae).
Although knowledge of the bird species distribution throughout
New Guinea is still incomplete, birds are the most studied vertebrates of the province, and have been an important key in directing the design of the reserve system of Irian Jaya.
Less studied, but world famous nevertheless, is the colourful
butterfly and moth fauna thought to number over 5,000 species.
Most conspicuous in flight are the Ornithopterids or giant birdwing butterflies. The world centre of species diversity of this
important family lies in the Arfak Mountains along the east coast
of the Bird's Head region.
The rest of the insect fauna is so varied and numerous that it is
impossible to give a fair estimate of their numbers. The largest
group, the Coleoptera (beetles), probably number over 30,000
species (Lindgren, 1975); with all insect groups included there are
over 100,000 species in New Guinea, but no one really knows for
sure.
Reptiles are also numerous, with about 253 species known
(Scott, Parker & Menzies, 1977; Zweifel and Tyler, 1982). On the
big and bulky end of the scale are the salt and fresh water
crocodiles, Crocodylus porosus and C. novaeguineae, giant
monitor lizards (Varanus spp), and the endangered leatherback
(Dermochelys coriacea), green (Chelonia mydas), and hawksbill
(Eretmochelys imbricata) turtles. The skink family is one of the
most commonly represented among the smaller lizards. Also of
interest are a variety of nocturnal gekkos, and the fearsome looking dragon lizards with their deep throat patches and prominent
scaly crests. Snakes are represented, too (about 90 species), and
range from colourful tree pythons to venomous sea snakes.
Among the amphibians, newts and salamanders are completely
absent, but there is a very diverse frog fauna of about 175 species
(Menzies, 1975; Scott, Parker & Menzies, 1977; Zweifel & Tyler,
1982).
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The proposed Teluk Bintuni reserve will he Indonesia's largest
mangrove reserve. It covers 450.000 ha (1.111.950 ac).

Why So Many?
Low tropica] latitudes are known for their diversity of flora and
fauna, but in New Guinea additional factors have been operating
to create such a remarkable list of endemic species. The Central
Dividing Range, the backbone of the island, and other mountain
blocks isolated from the Cordillera jutting into coastal plains and
lowland swamps have created bridges for and physical barriers to
dispersal and an altitudinal zonation of vegetation types which has
separated populations and promoted speciation, especially among
the fauna. This amazing diversity of life in a vast area of natural
and little-explored terrain is both a gift and a challenge to those
responsible for its conservation.

A Reserve System
In the late 1970s the Government of Indonesia requested IUCN
and the World Wildlife Fund to assist in designing a total reserve
system for Irian Jaya, integrating conservation into overall development plans for the province. Even with the Government's support and cooperation the task has not always been easy. Short
planning deadlines and negotiating the limitations on the total
area that could reasonably be requested for reserves have sometimes caused delays. There have also been technical conflicts in
judging the relative merits of potential reserves which have required careful resolution. For example, the floristically richest
areas, the lowland rain forests, had to compete for attention with
the cordillera and outlying mountainous areas that have high
fauna! endemism, but which are considered by some to be of
lesser botanical significance.
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In designing a comprehensive reserve system with taxonomic
information incomplete and much of the territory unexplored, we
have had to rely heavily on known physical factors in the environment, such as topographic, climatic and altitudinal barriers
which we know influence speciation and diversity This basic
approach, combined where possible with our current knowledge
of the biology of certain groups of animals (particularly birds) and
plants, has allowed formulation of a plan that represents all major
habitat types and known centres of endemism. Figure 1 illustrates
the overall reserve design proposed for the province. The areas
selected provide a full representation of all the major biogeographic districts and recognized areas of endemism in Irian Jaya,
which is apparent by comparing the reserve design (figure 1) with
the physiographic map (figure 2) and the biogeographic sketch
map (figure 3).
The Central Dividing Range forms the major mountainous district. The high altitude section of three reserves — Jayawijaya,
Lorentz, and Weyland Mountains — adequately cover both
known and expected species diversity in the cordillera from east to
west. Included is Mount Jaya, New Guinea's highest mountain,
capped with equatorial glaciers, as well as the highest peaks in
both the eastern and western extremities of the range in Irian Jaya.

Aside from their intrinsic biological value, the highest mountains
and alpine areas of these reserves offer some of the most spectacular scenery on the whole island.
The four major lowland districts are the northern coastal plains
and foothills, the south coastal plain, the lakes-plains depression
and the southern lowland of the Bird's Head. Three of these units
have been covered in the large Mamberamo-Foja, Jayawijaya and
Lorentz reserves. Taken together they comprise a 4 million hectare (9.9 million acre) north-south cross section completely across
the country through the Central Dividing Range.
The Wasur-Rawa Biru complex in the southeast of the country,
represents the climatically driest area, characterized by a mosaic
savanna, Melaleuca—Eucalyptus woodlands, and swamplands.
Also in the southeast, the Kumbe-Merauke river reserve contains
an important transition zone where monsoonal forests intergrade
with lowland rainforest. Finally, the lowlands of the Bird's head
are represented by what will be Indonesia's largest mangrove
reserve, located at the head of Bintuni Bay.
This sequence of protected areas gives a good representation of
all major terrestrial habitats in Irian Jaya, but much of the spectacular richness of the province's animal life is known to come
from various exceptional areas of speciatipn. Isolated from the
Central Range, and also separated from each other by expanses of
lowlands, are seven smaller outlying mountainous areas each containing endemic forms. To recognize the contribution of these
important areas to the overall natural resource picture of the
province, six more reserves have been proposed, including Cyclops, Wandamen, Arfak, Tamrau, Fakfak and Kumawa Mountains. Only one of these seven areas, the van Rees Mountains, has
not been included, since its features are adequately covered in the
higher and faunistically more diverse neigboring Foja mountains
in the large Mamberamo-Foja reserve.
Various islands lying offshore are also major centres of endemism. These islands fall into two groups: island which lie on
the Sahul shelf and were at one time connected to New Guinea
(including Japen to the north and the Raja Ampat group to the
northwest), and those which have not had any recent land connection with New Guinea (the Schouten Islands of Biak-Supiori, and
Numfor, and tiny Kofiau in the extreme northwest). Both island
groups contain endemic forms and have been given representation
within the reserve system. Kofiau, whose two known endemic
birds a paradise Kingfisher (Tanysiptera ellioti) and a flycatcher
(Monarcha Juliana), may now be threatened by large scale logging, is not within a proposed reserve.
In addition to covering the major biogeographical districts,
certain other special purpose reserves have been incorporated; for
example, refuges for migratory waterfowl, or to protect major
population concentrations of salt and freshwater crocodiles
(Danau Bian, Pulau Kimaam and the Rouffaer River). Eight small
parks have been proposed as recreational centres or to safeguard
unusual environments. In total, the terrestrial reserves comprise
approximately 7,771,340 hectacres (19,202,981 acres), or about
18.9 percent of the province.
Representing the marine environment are three very large reserve proposals: Teluk Cenderawasih, Teluk Lelintah and Raja
Ampat. In addition to open waters, these include adjacent coastlines, numerous small islands and submerged coral reefs. Besides
supporting a diversity rivalling that of Australia's Great Barrier
Reef, these reserves specifically harbour endangered giant clams,
dugongs, marine turtles, and saltwater crocodiles. Of great economic consequence, they constitute an important reservoir of
marine resources for the expanding fishing industry of eastern
Indonesia. Coastal zone components of an additional five smaller
island groups have also been included in order to protect marine
turtles and nesting sea birds, pigeons and eagles.

The range of this scarce long-beaked echidna (Zaglossis bruijnii) is
covered in the Irian Jaya reserve design. This endemic mammal is well
equipped to dig and tear apart ant and termite nests to satisfy its
hunger.

Six different localities recognized as major nesting areas for
green, leatherback and hawksbill turtles have been selected for
protection, containing more than 100km (247ac) of beach.
Among these is a newly-discovered beach that is the most important nesting site for the endangered leatherback turtle (Dennochelys coriacea) in all the southeast Asia. Additional marine reserves
will probably be identified along the south coast after further
survey.
As proposed, the reserve system for Irian Jaya represents nearly
40 percent of all the programmed conservation areas in Indonesia.
It has already been approved in principle by the Government
(November 1982); some reserves have been fully gazetted and
others are in process. In all aspects it is the most comprehensive
reserve design in all of the provinces of Indonesia, and probably
one of the most ambitious in the Pacific basin.

The Future
The task that now lies ahead in further planning and in management and protection of these areas is tremendous. In addition to
government support it will require the full support of the indigenous peoples who find themselves residing within areas now declared as protected. Full recognition will be given to the preservation of their way of life and cultural identity. Through their intimate knowledge of local natural history, they will have a unique
opportunity to participate in reserve management, thereby enhancing their own economy and becoming integrated into the
development process.
Conservation in Irian Jaya, however, should not be restricted to
reserve areas alone. Conservation and rational utilization of wildlife resources on a sustained yield basis must play an important
role in the development of the province's rural economies, especially for isolated peoples who otherwise have limited alternatives
for economic betterment. Plans are under study for the development of a large crocodile farming industry. As envisioned, this
will provide an equitable share of profits to rural riverine people as
well as ensure the survival of these animals over a considerable
portion of their range. Insect farming, particularly focussed on
Irian Jaya's diverse and colourful butterfly fauna, holds promise
for rural economic assistance with an added benefit in conserva11

tion and monitoring of the Lepidoptera. Cooperative farming of
introduced Rusa deer for meat and antlers can also benefit local
economies, and in the southeast can complement conservation
activities already begun by Papua New Guinea on the other side of
the border.
Though much remains to be done, it is encouraging to report
that conservation in Irian Jaya is now progressing to the critical
next steps: reserve gazettement, management and rational development of wildlife resources. Success in this stage will hopefully
place Irian Jaya in the forefront of Indonesia's conservation program, a program which in many ways is providing a model system
for southeast Asia.
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Change in Volume Numbers
Since its innauguration, the volume numbering system for
PARKS has not coincided with the calendar year. This has proved
unnecessarily confusing for many readers who maintain a
chronological file of the journal.
Therefore the editor has arbitrarily designated this issue as
Volume, 9, Number 3/4; no other changes have been made to the
publishing schedule or the contents of this or future issues.
The January-February-March, 1985, issue will be Volume 10,
Number 1, with the volume number coinciding with the calendar
year.
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Taiwan's First National Parks

The government of Taiwan, Republic of China, has recently created
its first national parks, with plans to add other areas to the system after
further study. These four parks are located in a rough line down the
central ridge of the island from the volcanic islands just north of
Taipei to the fringing coral reefs at the southern tip. They comprise a
variety of ecosystems from subalpine to marine, and total 226,340 ha
(559,286 ac) representing approximately 6 percent of the total land
area of the island. This compares favorably with the Southeast Asian
average of 4.8 percent for national park lands.
Taiwan is a densely populated island of 36,960 km2 (14,270 sq mi)
lying about 145 km (90 mi) east of the China mainland. It is 385 km
(239 mi) long and 145 km (90 mi) wide. Massive and rugged mountains occupy the central and eastern portions of the island from north
to south. More than 100 peaks are over 3,000 m (9,800 ft) in height,
the tallest being Yushan at 3,950 m (12,960 ft). While the steep slopes
and erosive soil have prevented large scale development in the central
range, the mountains slope to a broad plain on the west coast that
contains most of the agriculture, industry and population, which is
now estimated at 18.5 million. The island straddles the Tropic of
Cancer and exhibits a wide variety of climate/habitat associations
from tropical monsoon forests and coral reefs to rocky mountains
snowcapped in winter. Rainfall varies from less than 100 cm (39 in)
to more than 500 cm (197 in) per year. There are 428 species of birds
(70 endemic), 61 mammals (42 endemic), 135 fresh-water fish, 90
reptiles, 30 amphibians, more than 400 butterflies, 600 ferns, 30
gymnosperms and 3500 angiosperms, giving Taiwan one of the
highest species diversities per area in the world. Many of these
species, including rare and endangered ones, are now protected in the
new national parks.

Taiwan. In 1972, the government created a panel to prepare a national
park law at the urging of Taiwan conservationists who were aware of
the developing trend of national parks worldwide. The panel completed a draft that was passed and promulgated by the President in
1972, the centennial year of the world's first national park at Yellowstone in the United States.
The National Park Law specifies that the purpose of the national
parks is to provide for the protection of scenic and recreational areas,
wildlife and cultural resources and areas of ecological significance
where access may be permitted only to those conducting scientific
research. Park areas and boundaries are mapped by the National Park
Department and submitted to the Park Planning Committee of the

Taiwan has experienced a remarkable process of industrialization
in the last 35 years, moving from a pre-1949 agricultural society to a
modern center of business and manufacturing. Seventy-two percent
of the population is urbanized and this figure is expected to rise to 85
percent by the end of the century. Per capita income is approximately
US$2,700 annually. These gains have not been without cost to the
natural environment. Rapid industrialization and a growing population have brought to Taiwan many of the environmental problems
common to all developed countries: air, water and noise pollution,
use of marginal lands, urban congestion, and overuse of existing
recreational facilities. Encouragingly, the government has moved
recently to address these problems and to preserve some of the remaining wild areas in national parks.

History and Background
The Japanese designated three areas as national parks in the 1930s
during their occupation of the island, but they never placed them
under management. After 1949, the Taiwan Forestry Bureau was the
lead agency in nature conservation for many years. The Bureau
established several forest recreation areas, notably at Alishan and
Chitou. In 1965, George Ruhle of the US National Park Service spent
two months preparing an advisory report on national parks for
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Ministry of Interior. After review, the Committee presents the plans
to the Executive Yuan for approval.
The National Park Law proscribes certain activities, such as hunting and sample collecting, inside the parks and specifies fines and
terms of imprisonment for violations.
It was not until five years after the promulgation of the law that the
government took action. In 1977, the Premier of the Executive Yuan
instructed that the Kenting area at the southern end of the island be
planned as a national park. In April, 1979, the Executive Yuan passed
the General Development Plan of the Taiwan area which specified
that six areas be designated as national parks. Four areas have been so
designated and several others await study. The Executive Yuan appointed a National Park Planning Commission in September, 1979,
to plan these areas.
In 1981, the Ministry of Interior was reorganized to create the
Construction & Planning Administration as a separate agency under
the Ministry. The National Park Department was established within
this Administration which also has responsibility for urban planning
and comprehensive planning. The Park Department was given responsibility for planning the new national parks in three years. In
addition, the government gave the National Park Department responsibility for the administration of the coastal protection program
and for the preparation of a national nature conservation strategy.

Yamingshan National Park lies in the volcanic mountains directly north of
Taipei, and has been heavily affected by previous development. It provides
needed recreational areas and open space for the nearby city residents.
Kenting National Park
Kenting National Park is the most developed of the four parks and
was previously a national recreation area managed by the Tourism
Bureau. At the southern tip of the island where the Pacific Ocean

Planning and Management
The new national parks are at different stages of planning as of July
1984. Kenting Park has been established and a staff is in place.
Yushan and Yamingshan national parks are in the final planning
stages and the Department expects to place them under management
by the end of the year. The Executive Yuan recently approved the
boundaries for Taroko national park.
Planning is done in Taipei by a staff of 15-20 persons representing a
variety of backgrounds, including geography, forestry, landscape architecture, botany, marine biology and urban planning. Several have
graduate degrees from the United States. The budget for this office is
US $375,000 for this year. The staff is responsible for preparing
comprehensive management plans for each of the parks. Planners
work with professors from the universities and with scientists to
gather information on resources and recreation requirements. The
management plans are subject to review and must be revised every
five years.
Each park is zoned into five categories based on ecological characteristics as described in the National Park Law. The zones are:
1. ecological protection areas,
2. historic and cultural sites,
3. scenic areas,
4. recreation areas, and
5. general development areas.
The ecological protection zone is the strictest. No development is
allowed within this zone and access may be restricted to those conducting scientific research. Recreation areas are sites of concentrated
recreational development. The general development zone allows for
pre-existing uses within the park. All of the parks have some preexisting uses such as agriculture, forestry, mining or homebuilding.
The Park Department plans to allow these to continue, under suitable
regulation, if they are compatible with the purposes of the park.
Enforcement is carried out by the national police which will receive special training and will be assigned as units to each of the
national parks.
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Yushan Mountain, located in the park of the same name, is the tallest
peak in Taiwan, soaring to 3,950 meters (12,960 feet), and marked by
numerous landslides.

at an average of 500 m (1,640 ft) and includes the two highest
peaks of Ta-Tun-Shan (1,081 m —3,547 ft) and Chi-Hsing-Shan
(1,120 m — 3,675 ft). The park is wrapped in clouds for most of
the winter; the 150 clear days occur mainly during the summer
months.
This park is the smallest in Taiwan at 11,200 ha (27,675 ac), and
is designed to provide recreation and open space for the city
residents. There are two forms of agricultural operations in the
park: orange groves and terraced fields of winter vegetables and
flowers. The volcanic activity is small but there are a number of
sulfur hot springs, many of which have been converted into commercial bathing areas. The main road which bisects the park provides access to numerous scenic overlooks and a developed city
park, also called Yamingshan Park, with fountains and decorative
plantings. There is an extensive system of hiking trails providing
access to the peaks and to a remnant natural forest. Park use is
heaviests in the spring flower festival in February and March
when the azaleas and fruit trees are in bloom; there may be as
many as 100,000 visitors on a single Sunday.
The Park Department plans to construct a headquarters near the
town of Yamingshan, to regulate existing uses of the park, and to
prevent illegal expansion on to government lands. It also plans to
encourage the traditional agricultural style of architecture and to
place controls on the many food concessions within the park.

Yushan National Park

A stream tumbles through the rocks in Yushan National Park, the largest
and wildest natural area in Taiwan, lying in the central portion of the
island.

joins the South China Sea, it includes a terrestrial portion of
17,740 ha (43,836 ac) and a marine portion of 14,900 ha (36,818
ac). The climate is tropical. The landforms are varied, consisting
mostly of limestone tableland, isolated peaks, caverns, hills and
rivers. On the coast are fringing coral reefs, cliffs and shell and
sand beaches. The two major points of land which jut out into the
ocean—Maopitou an Oluanpi — are popular recreation areas.
The park contains several small villages, resort facilities, a
botanical garden and cattle research station. Inside the park, there
is a nuclear power plant in the final stages of construction. The
total population within the parks's boundaries is about 10,000
persons. There is a thin strip of tropical coastal forest which has
developed from fibrous floating seeds swept north by sea currents
from Indonesia and the Philippines. There is a 4000 ha (9,884 ac)
natural second-growth subtropical forest in the northeastern section of the park, which will be preserved as a part of the ecological
protection zone. The Park Department plans to build a scientific
research station in this area.

Yamingshan National Park
Yamingshan National Park has also been heavily affected by previous development. Lying in the volcanic mountains directly
north of the metropolitan area of Taipei (which contains more than
4 million people), it is mostly mountainous landscape beginning

Yushan is the largest and wildest national park in Taiwan. It lies in
the heart of the central portion of the island and includes Taiwan's
tallest peak, Yushan Mountain (3,950 m — 12,960 ft). It is
105,490 ha (260,666 ac) in size and 87 percent forested. The
topography is steep and rugged. Numerous landslides attest to the
instability of the soil and the underlying rock. The park drops to
an elevation of only several hundred meters on its eastern edge
providing a tremendous variety in ecosystem variation with altitude. There is sub-tropical, temperate, and alpine forest. The
mountain tops, as in Taroko, are treeless due to lack of water and
are covered by dwarf bamboo vegetation that rises to less than half
a meter in exposed areas. There are aged natural stands of Taiwan
red cypress (Chamaecypris maecyparisformosensis), Taiwan cypress (Chamaecypris obtusa van kawakami) and Taiwanese fir
(Abies Kawakami). The Forest Bureau extended roads into
portions of the park and has done some cutting which they would
like to continue. The Park Department will regulate any future
forestry activities within the park's boundaries.
Yushan contains a large wildlife population of 107 species of
birds, 27 mammals, 17 reptiles, 12 amphibians and 186 butterflies.
Among these are such rare and endangered species as the formosan serow (Capricornis crispus swinhoei), asiatic black bear
(Selanarctos thibelanus formosanus), Taiwan macaque (Macaca
cyclopis), Chinese pangolin (Manis pentadactyla), mikado pheasant (Syrmaticus mikado) and Swinhoe's pheasant (Lophura
swihoii),
Yushan offers great hiking and climbing possibilities both in
summer and in winter when the high mountains are covered with
snow. There are two popular routes at the present time. Thefirstis
a five day loop from Alishan to Dongpo over the Sumit of Yushan.
There are several huts along the route and it is possible to contract
porters to carry loads. The other, which the Department plans to
renovate, is the Ching Dynasty trail that cuts through the center of
the park and takes from five to eight days to hike. The Deparment
plans to institute a guiding system and to construct additional huts
along the trails. Five recreation areas are planned at the entrances
to the park, each with visitor facilities, accommodations and ac15

cess by car. A portion of the new Cross-Island Highway, cutting
through the western boundary of the park, is now under construction at high cost and damage to the environment. The Department
has requested the Highway Bureau to minimize the damage.

Taroko National Park
Taroko is the other large mountainous national park. It contains
the most well-known natural feature in Taiwan, the Taroko Gorge,
a narrow precipitous limestone and marble canyon more than
20 km (12 mi) long. The Central Cross-Island Highway runs
through gorge along a roadway cut into the side of the cliff and
tunneled out in places. The gorge is a popular tourist site and
receives more than a million visitors annually. Many spend the
night at Tienshiang at the western end of the gorge or at the large
city of Hualien which is about 15 km distant.
The park begins on the east coast of the island and stretches
westward from the coast into the central mountains which rise to
over 3600 m (11,812 ft). The park is about 140 km (87 mi) south of
Taipei and is accessible by train, road and air. The total area of the
park is 92,000 ha (227,332 ac). There are extensive areas of
natural forest in the high mountain areas which provide excellent
opportunities for hiking and scenic viewing. The Cross-Island
Highway bisects the park and the twisting road up into the mountains provides excellent views. There is an area on the flanks of
Ho-Huan-Shan (3416 m —11,208 ft) that has downhill skiing for
several months in the winter.
Pre-existing uses within the park include hydroelectric power
facilities, agriculture, forestry and limestone quarrying for cement. The Park Department plans to regulate all of these uses to
preserve the natural character of the area and to restore areas that
have been extensively disturbed.
Mr. McHenry recently completed a research fellowship in the Taiwan
National Park Department, Republic of China. Mr. Lin, a geographer, is
a staff member of the Taiwan National Park Department, Republic of
China.
Portions of this article are taken from an article to be published in
TIGERPAPER -the regional news quarterly on Wildlife and National
Parks for Asia and the Pacific, Food and Agriculture Organization,
Bangkok, Thailand.
Photos: Thomas McHenry
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Waterfall in the Liwu River in Taroko National Park. The park's extensive
natural forest provides excellent hiking opportunities in high mountain
areas.

PARK TECHNIQUES
Getting The Most From Your Slide Presentation
The following suggestions are written with the
park employee in mind, but they apply equally
well to anyone who takes color transparencies
and shows them to others, along with an accompanying commentary (Fig. 1).
Slide presentations are a combination of the
ancient and the modern in communications.
When we look back into our past as far as our
imagination will let us, we see people around
the campfire telling each other about where
they've been and what they've seen and how
tall the grass grows beyond the mountains.
We're still doing much the same thing only now
we have proof of what we say, in our color
slides.
This enrichment of our powers of description
ought not to impoverish the spoken word. Make
your words as colorful as your pictures—and as
clear. To make them colorful use exciting,
image-producing words. A speaker can say
"Here's a beautiful sunset on St. Mary's Lake"
or the speaker can say "St. Mary's Lake was
touched with glory that evening." Employ unusual verbs, similies, and metaphors to stimulate imagination — "a goldfinch sowing the
wind with thistle seeds," "A fawn trying out
tight new hooves" — images such as these

Figure 1. An automated program using color
slides. This machine is equipped with a sound
track, and is activated by the visitor. (Photo:
Grant W. Sharpe.)
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should help to keep your audience not only
awake but keenly interested. Remember —
slides are beautiful, but dumb. You must be
their voice and must interpret their significance
to the audience.

Slide Care
Make sure your slides are beautiful and that
they clearly illustrate the points you wish to
make. As soon as your box of newly developed
slides arrives, it should be examined, using
either a hand viewer or projector. Slides that are
poorly composed, over- or underexposed,
blemished with streaks or spots, or in any way
substandard should be discarded. Vertically
oriented slides should not be used. They cannot
be properly accommodated on a screen shaped
for horizontal pictures, nor are they acceptable
for TV, which also has a horizontal format.
They may be used in publications, however.
The slides are returned to you in a cardboard
or plastic mount. It is not always possible to find
the time to bind the slides right away, but you
should always label them immediately. Eventually the cardboard mount will be discarded, so
use it to jot down the essential data — date,
location, subject, and photographer's name.
You should have recorded these data in your
photographic notebook at the time the picture
was taken, of course, but now is the time to
transfer the data, as you may not be the one who
eventually puts the slide in a permanent mount.
Mounting the Slide. Slides that are to be used
frequently should be bound in glass in order to
protect them. Also, bound slides will not pop
out of focus in the projector and are easy to keep
clean. There are many ways of mounting slides
in glass, each marketed by a different company,
and each having some advantage or disadvantage. The Outdoor Recreation slide collection
at the University of Washington is bound in a
Swiss-made Perro Color aluminum mounts
with anti-Newton-Ring glass. Chamois cloth is
used to clean the glass, and a Static Master
brush is recommended to remove lint from the
slide (Fig. 2). A crimper is used to lock the
edges of the aluminum mounts. Slides should
not be bound during periods of high humidity as
any moisture trapped between the glass and the
color transparency will condense when heated
in the projector and create moisture blemishes
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Figure 2. A student in Outdoor Recreation at
the University of Washington demonstrates side
binding technique. (Photo: Rick Ells.)
on the film. This precaution is advisable even
when using the anti-Newton-Ring glass.
Labeling the Slide. After binding each slide,
make sure it is properly labeled. A complete
label includes the subject (at top), the place,
date, and the photographer (at bottom). Perhaps the name of a park or agency may be included at the bottom. If these are to go in a slide
file collection, the file number should appear on
the label. Slides labeled in this manner are easy
to file, and if they are to be used in a publication, the photographer may be readily identified
and credited for the art work. We suggest the
format shown in the illustration (Fig. 3).
Storing the Slides. Now that the slide is
mounted and labeled, what happens to it? A
storage file is recommended if the slide is to be
kept safe and easily retrieved. The type of stor-

Figitre 3. A suggested method of labeling
slides. The blank labeling material is of the
press-on adhesive type.
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age depends largely on the available financial
means. Numerous kinds of storage units are
available. A popular method for modest collections is the use of plastic sheets, each holding 20
slides (Fig. 4). These sheets are stored in looseleaf notebooks. For those who can afford them,
elaborate filing cases are available, some accommodating over 6,700 slides in 52 steel
frames (Fig. 5). Whatever method is chosen,
the slide collection needs a suitable filing system, a means of not only locating the slides but
of getting them back eventually to the proper
place after use.

Making up the talk
Although there are situations when a talk must
be made up from slides on hand and a script
written to fit the slides, ideally, slide presentations should be carefully programmed by
writing a script first and then locating slides or
taking new ones to fit the script.
One method of preparing a script is to use
Slide Program Development Sheets. Note from
the illustration (Fig. 6) that each sheet contains
three sets of parallel guidelines. The message or
script goes here. Type in your script. If you use a
standard typewriter, each line will accept seven
or eight words (taking about three seconds to
read). The total message for each slide should
be equivalent of one-half minute or less.
The right side of the sheet contains three
blank areas for pencil sketches. These sketches
convey what you wish to have the color slide
illustrate. When the slide sequence calls for a
dark-out or for a title slide, mark the sketch area
to note this and proceed to the next frame.
Presenting the talk
Since their appearance in the 1940s, 35 mm
color transparencies and projectors to show
them have been developing in sophistication.
As some early models still survive, any discussion of slide projectors must take this diversity
of equipment into account.
Readying the Slides for the Projectionist. If
you are not using automatic projection equipment, use a slide box. Handing the projectionist
a stack of slides tightly wrapped in a rubber
band is asking for trouble. As one takes off the
band, the stack can easily "squirt." It takes
time and concentration, as well as a rack or light
table, to place them in order again. These are
not available when a scheduled talk is about to
begin.
Too many slide shows have slides appearing
up-side-down, redundant shots, lint and fingerprints on slides, and worst of all, blank spaces
that assault the eyeballs and destroy the
speaker's rapport with the audience. Get a projectionist you can trust. Let this person know
the success of the talk is partly dependent on
him or her.
The Projection Equipment. When possible
the projection equipment and screen should be
set up before the scheduled time of the talk.
This would include the placement of the first
slide in the projector properly focused for instant projection. Lack of this fundamental
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Figure 4. Plastic sheets each holding 20 slides
provide relatively inexpensive storage and
permit visual access to each slide. {Photo: Rick
Ells.)

Figure 6. The use of Slide Program
Development sheets will result in a more
coherent and memorable presentation.

Figure 5. A large storage cabinet with a light
panel for easy viewing of the slides. (Photo:
John Spring.)

Figure 7. Title slides give direction and
cohesiveness to an interpretitve talk. (Photo:
Grant W. Sharpe.)

preparation results in a distracting lull and is
certainly not an auspicious beginning. Although a smooth beginning may not be noticed
by the audience, a disorganized start is embarrassingly apparent.
Distractions While Giving the Talk. If your
equipment requires hand feeding by a projectionist and you must signal the change, this can
be distracting to the audience. Constant repetition of "next slide please" or " O . K . " is bad
enough, but even worse is clicking a clicker,
tapping a foot, snapping fingers, or slapping the
screen. Some speakers avoid all this by simply
ceasing to talk until the projectionist gets the
message. None of these methods is satisfactory.
Signaling. A pencil flashlight makes a good
signaling device. Covered by a fingertip, it
produces a red glow. This can be done so deftly
that it is scarcely noticed by anyone — other
than the alert projectionist.
A better system, and one you can make yourself, is a light that flashes at the projector location. The light should be faint and shielded, so
only the projectionist sees it. This signal can be
made with approximately 30 m of light cord
wrapped on a movie reel, a light, and a pendulum switch. Newer models of projectors
have a remote control which advances the slide,
getting rid of all these problems along with the
need for a projectionist.

A pointer flashlight, which makes a small
light-spot on the screen, is a useful tool to indicate certain areas of your slide without your
having to step in front of the picture. Be sure to
turn it on only when it is directed at the screen
and turn it off again before moving it — otherwise every eye in the room will follow it off the
screen and across the wall. If you do not have
such a flashlight, an old auto radio aerial makes
a good pointer when mounted on a short piece
of broom handle—and it telescopes when not in
use.
Delivery. Your voice is a signaling device,
too, and should be used with precision and forethought. Too many speakers, however sophisticated their equipment, are guilty of introducing
each slide with "this slide shows . . .," "here
you see . . .," or "this is a view of. . ." Occasional reference to a slide is unavoidable, but
try to be inventive. Nothing is more effective
than speaking of the scene as though you and
the audience were standing in the middle of it.
If you have a picture of a fawn lying on a carpet
of leaves, you can say "If this fawn doesn't
move, it will probably be safe, for it has no
scent as yet and it is camouflaged by its colors."
That sort of sentence is much better than "This
slide shows a fawn. Notice how it blends into
the leaves." Pretend you are actually there;
don't emphasize the artificiality of the medium

Figure 9. A slide of a park sign, such
as this one, may be used in a
presentation to introduce the subject
of visitor safety.
(Photo: Gunnar Fagerlund.)

Figure 8. A simple method of making title
slides. Small plastic letters are laid over a
magazine or calendar picture and the picture
(plus letters) is rephotographed, using a copy
stand. (Photo: Grant W. Sharped
by referring to the fact that it is a slide, and not
real life.
Don't wait for each new slide to appear before starting to talk about it. Anticipate the next
slide with your commentary, then let it appear
on the screen. A smooth flow of images and
monologue will result.
Use of Title Slides. Title slides give direction
to an interpretive talk (Fig. 7). Your audience
may miss the title or certain aspects of your
presentation, but title slides can make these
clear and perhaps increase fact retention.
Properly used, they give cohesiveness to the
talk.
High quality title slides may be made in several ways. One is to photograph title letters
placed over a solid color background. Another
is to place the letters over an attractive color
photograph, appropriate to the topic, and copy
both the letters and color photograph (Fig. 8).
Park signs also make excellent title slides (Fig.
9). Limit the words in a title slide to the least
possible. Remember that while visitors are
reading they may not be listening to what is
being said. The title and the opening comments
should flow into and reinforce one another.
Dark-out Slides. A brilliant flash of light appearing on the screen at the beginning or end of
a talk is an unnecessary distraction and discomfort as well as the mark of an amateur. Pieces of
cardboard cut to the size of 35-mm mounts effectively block the light of the projector bulb
and enable you to begin and end your program
smoothly. The use of these dark-out slides
greatly increases the professionalism of your
presentation.
Ending the Talk. It's a good idea to use a
closing slide of some sort. This lets the audience feel secure that your are indeed finished.
They can then applaud or rush away or do

Figure 10. A sunset photo with letters
superimposed makes an effective end
to a slide presentation.
(Photo: Grant W. Sharpe.

Figure II. An example of an evaluation form.
This could be modified to suit individual
situations and sensibilities.

whatever seems appropriate to them. The words
"The End" scratched in sand or a shot of a
sunset are both excellent ways to end a slide
presentation (Fig. 10).

co-author with her husband, Grant, of six
National Park Wildflower Guides.
(This article was originally printed in PARKS,
Vol. 2, No. 2. Because of its continuing value
to park personnel, we are reprinting it.)

Evaluating the talk
Everyone's slide presentation needs evaluation
from time to time. Although it is often difficult
to give or accept criticism, friendly advice is
essential, especially for beginners. An evaluation sheet may make this task less personal, and
therefore easier, especially if criticism of a colleague is culturally unacceptable. The accompanying form is used in evaluating student slide
presentations at the College of Forest Resources
at the University of Washington (Fig. 11). The
five subject areas have a total value of 100
points. Numbers at the right permit the
evaluator to grade the program on a scale of
poor to excellent (1 to 5). When you feel ready
(preferably on your first talk), give a competent
viewer a copy of this evaluation sheet. Study
the gradings carefully and practice in private,
trying to improve on those points where your
score indicates weakness.

Power Tool Safety
Switch Cover

Attend the slide presentations of others and
view these critically. Increased perception of
the fine points of slide talk presentations will
help you get the most from your own.

Grant W Sharpe is a professor of Forestry and
Outdoor Recreation at the University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington, 98195/USA.
He was one of the principal founders of the
International Seminar on National Parks and
Equivalent Reserves while teaching at the
University of Michigan. Wenonah Sharpe is the

Bill Jean of the Lake Mead National Recreation
Area (Arizona-Nevada, USA) designed this
power tool safety switch cover.
It is fabricated from a piece of 3 / 3 2 " x l " flat
stock that was pre-drilled and then bent in a
vise. One-quarter-inch aluminum drive rivets
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were used to attach the cover. With the cover
over the switch, an object, such as a pencil or
nail, must be pushed through the hole to turn
the tool on.
In the past there were several accidental starts
of their radial arm saw but since Jean's new
safety cover was installed (for over a year now),
there have been no problems.
Jean adds a note of caution: the cover must be
removed from the electrical box for installation
of the switch cover and it must be ensured that
the fasteners used to attach the switch cover
cannot contact electrical components.
Editor's Note: This safety switch cover has
possible application on other power tools.
(Reprintedfrom Grist, Vol. 28. #3. a
publication of the US National Park Service
and National Recreation and Park
Association.)

Movable Lantern Holders
Are lantern burns scarring the trees in your
campgrounds? The unsightly catface scars
caused by lantern burns weaken the tree, provide entry places for insects and disease, and
lessen the aesthetics of a wooded campsite.
Movable lantern holders are being used with
success at campgrounds operated by the US
Corps of Engineers. People generally don't
hang lanterns on trees if a more convenient
holder is available. The disadvantage of a permanently fixed lantern holder is that a camper
may want light in other places. The movable
lantern holder allows campers to place a holder
in the most convenient place.

Create a Caterpillar

Life-Saving Jugs

During 1982. one of the major goals of Wickham Park in Manchester, Connecticut, USA,
was to improve and expand the toddlers' play
area. Most of the major play apparatus was easy
to locate through a variety of equipment
suppliers.
However, one spot in the play area had a
slight slope, which reduced the types of equipment that could be used. It also was only 30 feet
from the park road, from which it was separated
by a short bank and fencing. Because of its
location, Park Director Jeffrey Maron and his
staff wanted something eye-catching to entice
people into this area. For variety, they wanted
something for children to crawl through.
Since none of the six major equipment dealers they dealt with had anything to fit their
needs, the park staff developed their own piece
of equipment to fit the site and their specifications.
The major parts consisted of four new 55gallon drums, 20 feet of galvanized pipe, 1 gallon of Bondo and artificial turf for the interior.
The total cost was less than $500, including
labor. The caterpillar was constructed on rainy
days during the maintenance season.

Hundreds of people drown each year as onlookers who either can't swim or are afraid to
risk their own lives at the hands of a panicstricken victim stand by helplessly. Many could
have been saved if there had been some type of
throwable, floatable object available.
The US Cumberland Basin Water SafetyCouncil has developed a simple and inexpensive way to provide a handy device for this
purpose. Two one-gallon plastic jugs are tied
together with four feet of nylon cord with a loop
in the center and weighted with just enough
sand, water or gravel to make them easy to toss
to a drowning person. The tops to the jugs are
then glued on with rubber cement or epoxy.
Two sets of the jugs are hung on posts placed
at intervals along swimming beaches. A metal
sign on the post explains their purpose and
cautions people not to use them as playthings.
The life-saving idea had such obvious merit
that a local dairy volunteered to supply all of the

jugs needed to install such devices on the ten
Corps of Engineers' lakes in the Cumberland
Basin and to put water safety slogans on all their
jugs going to retail outlets.
This article was submitted by Ranger Jim
Robbins, Old Hickory Lake. Nashville District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

The movable lantern holders are made with
the manufactured lantern posts set in concrete
inside an old tire. A board is placed under the
tire when the concrete is poured. The finished
product is a durable holder that can be rolled
and put where the camper want to use it.
This article was submitted by Carolyn Bauer,
National Resources Management Branch,
Nashville District, US Army Corps of Engineers.

(Reprintedfrom Grist, Vol. 28, #3, a
publication of the US National Park Service
and the National Recreation and Park
Association.)
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(Adaptedfrom Grist, Vol. 28, #3, a
publication of the US National Park Service
and the National Recreation and Park
Association.)

(This article first appeared in Grounds
Maintenance Magazine, February, 1984.)

Picnic Table
An excellent solution to the old picnic table placement problem, this design from Seguin, Texas
offers many advantages. The supports for the three seats and the table are made of 6-inch and
18-inch i.d. concrete sewer tile, respectively, placed on a reinforced circular concrete platform
into which steel dowel bars have been located. Supports are placed and filled before placing table
top and precast seats. Wood seats may be substituted for the cast concrete. No stepping-over
of benches is necessary with this design. This table-bench combination affords "togetherness"
which families enjoy on picnics.
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IUCN Commission on
National Parks and
Protected Areas

CNPPA Working Session
Scheduled for February
in India
Arrangements for the meeting which will review the status of protected areas in the Indomalayan Realm are currently being finalized
with the Government of India's Ministry of Environment. Dates are now set at 4-8 February
1985 and venue is to be Corbett National Park.
It is hoped that as many CNPPA members as
possible from the Realm will be able to attend
and limited support is available to ensure this.
More details on agenda, field trips, etc., will be
available from the CNPPA Executive Officer.

Two New National Parks
Planned in Wadden Sea
The fourth international Wadden Day was celebrated on 23 and 24 August 1984 in Denmark,
Germany and The Netherlands. Conservation
organizations, including IUCN, WWF and
many other IUCN members, representatives
from governments and political parties and
people from the region took part in several
events concentrating on issues to improve conservation of the most important wetland of
western and northern Europe.
The main events took place in Meldorf.
Schleswig-Holstein and Oldenburg, Niedersaehsen, where plans of the regional governments to establish two new national parks in the
German part of the Wadden Sea were discussed. These national park hearings were organized by WWF-Germany and attended by
high political leaders from the regional and federal government. Hundreds of people and all
relevant NGOs were present as well as representatives from interest groups, such as farming, fishing, tourism, hunting and industry.
IUCN was represented by Dr. H. Jungius, Director of Projects, and Dr. H. Bibelriether,
member of IUCN's Commission on National
Parks and Protected Areas. Dr. Jungius gave a
basic statement on the views of IUCN and
W W F on the proposed national park in
Schleswig-Holstein and participated, with Dr.
Bibelriether in panel discussions.
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CNPPA NOTES
Nepal Has New Park and
New Reserve
Nepal's most recent addition to the country's
network of national parks and wildlife reserves
are Khaptad Wildlife Reserve and Shey-Dolpo
National Park. The former covers about 390
km 2 of high-altitude grassland and forests in
Seti Anchal, western Nepal. Shey-Dolpo National Park covers approximately 145 km 2 of
Himalayan wilderness in the Dolpo area, where
tourists are not allowed. The park contains
Nepal's second largest lake, Lak Phoksundo, at
3600 m above sea-level and harbours snow
leopard, musk deer and blue sheep. Nepal's
new total of five national parks and four wildlife
reserves cover more than 4.5 percent of the
country. Source: Oryx 18(3).

Finland National Park
Plan Approved
Urho Kekkonen is Finland's newest national
park (May 1983). Its 2530 sq km 2 area contains
mountains, rivers, lakes and a large expanse of
birch forest. It lies adjacent to the Soviet border
and has trail access only.
The General Management Plan for the park
has now been approved by the Ministry of the
Environment. The plan was prepared by a state
commission with emphasis on local input. Visitor centres, back country huts and administrative facilities are to be provided. Contact: Urho
Kekkonen National Park, 99690 Vuotso, Finland. Source: M. Helminen.

Marijuana Cultivation in
Protected Areas is a
Growing Problem
With vast undeveloped and sparsely populated
open spaces, protected areas are proving to be
attractive places for the growing of marijuana
and other narcotic plants. In a preliminary survey 9 countries reported experiencing this problem: Belize, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Costa Rica,
Colombia, Mexico, Thailand, Australia and
the USA. There are undoubtedly others.

There are various problems associated with
this form of illegal encroachment not the least
being destruction of native vegetation to make
way for the new cash crop. In some areas aerial
herbicide spraying is used which has further
unwanted affects.
The most serious case reported to date has
occurred in the Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park. Here a major military operation was carried out by special helicopter-assisted teams to
identify by infra-red photography the hidden
plantations within the forest and to conduct a
major operation to control the activity. Over
10,000 plants were removed and 21 convictions
(sentences up to 8 years) obtained. Complicating the operation were booby traps, pits, and
armed growers. Hikers and staff on backcountry hikes were threatened by growers but the
problem has been bought under control at a cost
of$200,000.
If you have direct experience with problems
of this nature in your system, please contact:
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Hawaii 96718, USA
(Source: Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,
briefing statement and interviews.)

New Zealand Will Celebrate
National Park Centennial
New Zealand is to become the 4th country in
recent years to celebrate 100 years of national
parks. The year 1987 will mark the centenary of
the establishment of Tongariro National Park
and a number of events are planned under the
general theme of "Parks for People." An
8-person Centennial Commission has been appointed to coordinate a series of special public
awareness events to take place in all New Zealand national parks. The official logo for the
Centennial is reproduced below.

Source: New Zealand Dept. of Lands and Survey.
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The New Canadian Parks
The Mingan Archipelago area in the Province
of Quebec became Canada's 30th national park
on 29 June. The archipelago is made up of 40
islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The legislation provides that the National Park Act applies
to manage the area as a reserve pending final
settlement of land rights with aboriginal peoples. The islands cover 78 km 2 and were formerly owned by a group of companies headed
by Dome Petroleum. They are an important site
for seabirds, seals and porpoises and have been
under consideration for a national park since
1926.

Letters
From Adrian Phillips, Director, Countryside
Commission, Cheltenham, England
Dear Editor:
Francesco Framarin's depressing, even despairing article on the impact ofregionalisation on the
national parks of Italy ('Small is a can of
Vermicelli-PARKS, volume 9, No 1) will arouse
much sympathy among conservationists. I am
sure his conclusions are correct, and that the
conservation of IUCN Category II National
Parks cannot be left to local communities unaided.
However, without in any way detracting from
Signor Framarin's forceful conclusions, may I
offer 2 qualifications?
First, one should recall a persuasive message
from the Bali Conference: in the long term, the
effective protection of national parks and other
protected areas depends on the understanding
and support of the local community living in or
near the areas concerned—a message which is

On 25 July an agreement between the government of Canada and the Committee for Original Peoples Entitlement (COPE) was reached
to allow the north slope of the Yukon to be
established as the country's 31st national park.
The park is 10,000 km 2 in size and is contiguous
with the Alaskan International Wildlife Range
in the US. The area is superlative wildlife
habitat where all North America's three species
of bears — grizzly, black, and polar — can be
found. It is also a major waterfowl nesting area
and a migration route for one of the Arctic's
largest caribou herds.

relevant to both developing and developed countries. It means that park planners and managers
should explain carefully to the local community
what they are up to, be ready to listen to local
opinion, and even be prepared to change their
views — without of course compromising the
fundamental aims of conservation. Every suitable opportunity should be taken to involve local
people in the running of the parks, so that they
come to see the presence of such areas as a
privilege, not as.an alien imposition. I realise the
practical difficulties, but any approach which ignores the local community is doomed to failure:
in the long run, human nature will not put up with
it.
Secondly, there is at least one kind of protected
area, that is IUCN Category V (Protected Landscapes), where there are good reasons for giving
local people a central role in the administration.
By definition, protected landscapes are areas
which combine natural and cultural features in
'harmonious interaction', and this includes
human settlements and a variety of land uses. It
would not be practical politics to exclude the

Mediterranean Centre for
Specially Protected Areas
Established
CNPPA is to collaborate on the launch of this
Centre which is being funded through the
Mediterranean Regional Seas Programme.
UNEP has approved US$383,000 "to begin
work. The purpose of the Centre, which is to be
headquartered in Tunisia, is to help Mediterranean countries manage their living marine resources through establishment of parks and reserves. Recruitment of two marine biology specialists (citizens of one of the Mediterranean
countries) will soon begin. For further information, contact:
James Thorsell, Exec. Officer
CNPPA/IUCN
1196 Gland, Switzerland

local people in such areas from any say in determining the future of their own environment. In
Britain, we have designated the most important
of these areas as 'national parks' (confusingly,
because they accord with Category V. not Category II) and encourage the local community to
protect these areas for the nation as a whole. The
techniques we employ include 75% central government funding for conservation and recreation
projects, one third nationally-appointed members to the Committees or boards responsible for
running the parks, and a national park plan
which must be reviewed by the Countryside
Commission before it is adopted. Moreover the
Commission, which is the national body responsible for landscape conservation and for designating the national parks, keeps the protection of
the national parks under review and advises
Ministers and Parliament if the national interest
appears to be threatened. Working such a complex partnership is not without its difficulties, but
at least it demonstrates that there are ways of
encouraging local people to take a more-thanlocal view of their responsibilities.
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BOOKS AND NOTICES
Aves del Parque Nacional Los Ratios —
Chocd, Colombia. (Birds of the Los Ratios
National Park). 1982. T V . Rodriguez. INDERENA, Bogota, Colombia. 328 p. Paperback,
no price given.
Los Ratios National Park was founded in 1974,
and its area today comprizes a spaceous 720
km 2 (ca. 270 square miles). It is situated along
the Colombian/Panamanian border where the
Isthmus of Panama meets the South American
continent. Los Ratios is adjoined on the Panamanian side of the border by the huge Darien National Park (about 6000 km 2 or 2300
square miles). Thus, the two parks together preserve a vast and little known wilderness of rainforest, mountains serving as important centers
of connection between the North and South
American faunas; and, primarily in Los Ratios
park, an unique landscape of palm savanna and
flooded, swampy forest. This book is the result
of a five-year study of the vertebrate fauna of
the park and its vicinity, initiated by the Colombian government agency Inderena (acronym for
National Institute of the Renewable Resources)
to which the national parks and their study belong.
Beautifully executed on quality paper, this
book describes 64 bird families which occur not
only in the park but in the entire region and
provides a detailed account (i.e., description,
local names, habits, habitats, and distribution)
of all 412 species this South American park contains, huge fauna considering that the whole of
the United States has approximately 800 bird
species. Most of the birds are depicted on excellent color plates painted by the brother of Professor Rodriguez, and most of these illustrations are adequate. The English name of each
bird accompanies its scientific name and
Spanish common name.
Because both this park and Darien National
Park are bisected by the last stretch of the
Panamerican highway now nearing completion, both are, or soon will be, available for the
North American nature lover travelling south.
This volume provides a storehouse of information for them and for the Latin American public
visiting this park while travelling across the
Isthmus. Of equal importance, it displays the
intentions of the administrators of Colombia's
natural resources who, by investing in the publication of a book of such high standards, demonstrate that nature conservation is not an
empty slogan in contemporary Colombia. This
country's natural resources are discovered,
catalogued and studied, and their preservation
is No. 1 on the national agenda.
—M. D. F. Udvardy
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Environmental Guidelines for Development
in the Lesser Antilles. 1984. Eastern Caribbean Natural Area Management Programme,
West Indies Lab, Teague Bay, Christiansted, St.
Crois, USVI00820. US$8.50 (includes airmail
postage).

on paths or is interested in the countryside.
Chapters include construction; equipment; erosion control and vegetation restoration; development of path system; legal rights of walkers;
clearance, drainage, surfacing; boardwalks and
bridges; waymarking.

Published by the Eastern Caribbean Natural
Area Management Programme (a cooperative
undertaking of the Caribbean Conservation Association and the University of Michigan's
Wildland Management Center) this handbook
focuses on critical resources and habitats common to the Lesser Antilles, such as mangroves,
coral reefs, fisheries, and socio-cultural resources. Tables are used to show activities that
might affect a critical resource or habitat, the
problems that can arise, and guidelines for
management. More general land use and coastal zone use guidelines are also included, as
well as dredging and erosion and earthmoving
guidelines. An annotated bibliography is included for those who need more specific information. The report is illustrated with numerous
photographs, quotes, drawings and tables,
many taken from other regional environmental
papers and reports.

Coastlands (1979) by Alan Brooks, illustrations by Roy Allitt. 120 pages paperback.

The handbook is being distributed free of
charge to appropriate governmental departments, non-governmental organizations,
libararies, and educational institutions in the
region, as well as to regional and international
development assistance organizations. The
publication and distribution of the handbook
was made possible through grants from the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, IUCN/World Wildlife Fund, and the Canadian International Development Agency.
Conservation Handbooks. British Trust for
Conservation Volunteers. 36 St. Mary's St.,
Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10 OEU. England. Price list on request.
BTCV promotes practical conservation work
by volunteers in rural and urban environments
throughout the United Kingdom. They have
compiled a series of handbooks on practical
conservation work which are useful aids to park
technicians, landowners, wardens, farmers,
students — anyone interested in maintaining
and improving their surroundings. The series
includes:
Footpaths (1983) by Elizabeth Agate, over 400
illustrations by Anne Roper. 192 pages paperback.
A practical manual for anyone who has worked

The handbook first gives the ecological and
management background and safety and organisational information needed to carry out
coastal conservation tasks. It then gives details
on how to restore and stabilise sand dunes —
including methods of contouring, fencing and
planting sand-trapping grasses and shrubs —
and on access control and the siting and surfacing of pathways in dunes and other easily
eroded areas.
Further topics include tree planting on the
coast, transplanting eel-grass on mud flats, controlling Spartina grass in salt marshes and managing sea buckthorn scrub on dunes.
Appendices give information on site studies
and surveys, a Coastal Code, a bibliography
and a glossary of terms.
Woodlands (1980) by Alan Brooks, illustrations by Andy Follis and Gay Voller. 188
pages paperback.
A handbook on the management of woodlands
for conservation and amenity purposes. Information is given on the history of British woodlands, woodland ecology, legal aspects for
woodland owners, tree planting and seed propagation, tree maintenance, felling and coppicing, extraction and conversion of timber with a
guide to the use of coppice products.
Safety equipment and the organisation of
volunteers to undertake woodland tasks are also
covered, together with information on site surveys and grant aid for tree planting schemes.
Extensive tables indicate the suitability of native tree species for planting schemes throughout Britain, while the bibliography and list of
conservation organisations will prove helpful to
those wishing to gain even more information on
woodland management.
Waterways and Wetlands (revised 1981) by
Alan Brooks and Elizabeth Agate, illustrations
by Anne Roper. 186 pages paperback.
This is essentially a practical handbook, intended to help those who have to maintain wetland areas for conservation and amenity purposes. However, the book does include an in-
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troduction to wetland ecology and discusses the
management of ponds and lakes, streams and
rivers, ditches and canals. It then goes into the
details of creating new ponds, rehabilitating
existing waterways, stabilising banks, building
islands and rafts, solving drainage problems,
constructing dams and sluices, and managing
vegetation. Helpful advice on the organisation
of volunteers to undertake this work is included, although the book would also be useful
for individuals who wish to indulge in a little do
it yourself conservation.
An extensive bibliography and addresses of
conservation organisations direct the reader towards further sources of information on the
subject.
Dry Stone Walling (1977) by Alan Brooks, illustrations by Roy Allitt. 120 pages paperback.
A major part of the handbook is devoted to step
by step instructions on how to build a free standing wall, including laying the foundations, constructing the courses and placing the through
stones, coping and wall heads. It includes repairing gaps in walls and such specialities as
gates and stiles, smoots and cripples holes.
Other chapters include 'Retaining Walls and
Stone Hedges', 'Know your Stone' (covering
types and sources of stone, amounts required
and how to break and shape stone), 'Safety,
Equipment and Organization', (including
methods of wall dating), and 'Dry Stone Walls
and Conservation' (including the wildlife value
of walls and the future of the walling craft).
Appendices give information on Wall Surveys, Associations, Competitions and Courses,
a bibliography and a glossary of walling terms.
Although it is undoubtedly best to learn walling direct from a skilled craftsman, this handbook should help anyone working alone or in an
organised party to build or rebuild a dry wall or
stone-faced bank anywhere in the country in a
style appropriate to the area.
Hedging (revised 1980) by Alan Brooks, illustrations by Roy Allitt and Andy Follis. 117
pages paperback.
Great emphasis is given in the book to hedge
laying, with step by step guidance, since this is
the most highly skilled aspect of hedgrow management and the one for which there is the
greatest need for instruction. In the chapter
'Laying the Standard or Midland Hedge' basic
cutting, laying, staking and binding techniques
are fully described and illustrated — from the
angle of the 'pleachers' to the fixing of the
'heathering'. Following this, regional
variations of Welsh and South Western hedges
are outlined, detailing such specialities as the
'Crop and Pleach', the Double Brush' and the
'Flying Hedge'.
In addition, the Handbook contains sections
on other hedgerow management topics such as:

planting, trimming, banking and turfing. General sections include Hedges and conservation
(the farmer's viewpoint and the wildlife value
of hedges), Hedges and the Law, and Safety
and Equipment. Appendices give information
on Hedgerow Surveys, Associations, Competitions and Courses, a bibliography and a glossary of hedgerow terms.
Illustrated Catalogue of Audiovisual Presentations on Conservation and Environment.
1984. WWF/IUCN International Education
Project, Greenfield House, Guiting Power,
Cheltenham, Glos. GL54 5TZ, England.
This latest edition of filmstrip and slide/tape
catalogue covers a wide range of subjects relating to conservation and the environment. More
then 75 items are available to promote practical
conservation education programs, particularly
among young people.
The presentations are available either as
"full-frame" filmstrips or plastic mounted
slides. Slide-sets may also be supplied in glassprotected frames by special order. Pre-recorded
commentaries (on international compact cassettes) are available to accompany most of the
presentations. Although scripts and commentaries are normally in English, an increasing
number of programs are now available with
French or Spanish scripts and/or cassettes.
The catalogue will be sent upon request.
Please include an A5 ( %"x9") envelope with
your request.

World Forestry Congress
Slated for Mexico
The Ninth World Forestry Congress will be
held in Mexico City June 24-July 20, 1985.
During the last week of June and the third week
of July study tours will be held. Lectures, social
and cultural events are scheduled for July 1-12.
Pre-Congress and post-Congress tours will
visit areas of major forestry interest in the three
ecological regions of the country. There will
also be extension tours to USA, Cuba, and Central American countries.
Official languages of the conference are
Spanish, French and English. For more information. Contact:
Committee Organizer
Progreso 5, Edificio 2
Mexico D. F. 04110, Mexico

Mexican Wildlife Society
Will Meet in May
The Wildlife Society of Mexico, a chapter of
the Wildlife Society, will holds its first interna-

tional wildlife symposium in Mexico City on
May 14-17, 1985.
The symposium is a satellite meeting of the
9th World Forestry Congress, scheduled for
July in Mexico City. The conclusions of the
wildlife symposium will be considered in the
Acts of the World Forestry Congress.
Further information can be obtained from:
Gabriel G. Arrechea, Pres.
Wildlife Society of Mexico
Aptdo. Postal 74-207
Mexico D.F. 09080, Mexico

Chubut Seminar Postponed
The VIII International Seminar on Natural
Areas and Tourism, held regularly in Argentina's Chubut Province, has been postponed for
one year because of economic conditions.
The Chubut Seminar is now scheduled for
October, 1985.

Mkuzi Game Reserve
Enlarged
The Director of the Natal (South Africa) Parks
Board has announced that the Mzwzi Game Reserve has been enlarged by 5,503 ha (13,598 ac)
of land previously known as Nxwala state land.
Located south of the original game preserve,
the newly added area consists of open thorn tree
savanna and thicket, with important flood
plain habitat adjacent to Nsumu pan and along
the Nsunduze river, which forms the southern
boundary.
The enlarged Game Reserve now contains
30,503 ha (75,373 ac).

Bali Proceedings Published
Hot off the press, the 900 page National Parks,
Conservation and Development: The Role of
Protected Areas in Sustaining Society, edited by
Jeffrey A. McNeely and Kenton R. Miller, is
now available. The long awaited volume contains 16 chapters providing a comprehensive
view of the current state of the world's protected areas.
Copies are now being mailed to all those who
were registered at the Congress. They can be
ordered through IUCN Publications for US$25
plus $4 (surface) postage. English only.
The Proceedings do not include the background papers prepared for the workshops.
These are being distilled into three handbooks,
one of which (Marine and Coastal Protected
Areas) will be available by November.
French and Spanish editions of the Second
World Conference on National Parks 1972 are
also available at specially reduced price of
US$10 from IUCN publications.
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Staghorn coral (Acropora) occurs widely throughout tropical waters. Its branching pointed fingers resemble the horns of a stag; the intricate
patterns formed by the branches provide myriad hiding places for many species of small fishes and other marine life. Photo: Rodney V. Salm/WWF

Back cover: The only permanent icefields in Southeast Asia occur in the Carstensz Mountains (Mount Java) in Irian Java's proposed Lorent:
National Park. There are only two other places on earth where glaciers occur on equatorial mountains. Photo: Ronald Petocz/WWF.
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